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STELLA BILLARDS

Stella elegantly reinvents
billiards by blending
tradition and innovation.

It was on the eve of World War II that Mr. Auguste Sarrault, the first
president of the French Automatic Federation, conceived his very first
football table. Shortly thereafter, billiards were developed to complement
the range of pub games. While Stella became a key player in the world of
football tables, the Stella billiard slowly faded into obscurity.

Since 2020, Stella has aimed to revive the production of billiard tables.
Inspired by vintage plans and its timeless design, Stella has envisioned
beautiful products that emphasize materials and the joy of the game. With
its compact range and standard-sized models suitable for various types of
play, Stella delights all billiards enthusiasts.

INNOVATING IN TRADITION

Since then, Stella Billiards has never stopped innovating and pushing
boundaries, creating billiards that are more than just games. They are
pieces of furniture that seamlessly fit and adapt to your interior. Our
artisans put all their expertise into every detail, from refined finishes to
delicate ornaments, to offer you a timeless vintage aesthetic that evokes
nostalgia for a bygone era.



POOL TABLE
SCIPION



BILLIARDS AT
STELLA ELEGANCE,
FRENCH
CRAFTSMANSHIP,
AND DURABILITY
Our billiard tables, proudly manufactured
in France in Stella's workshops, come in a
convenient 7ft size. Thanks to durable and
lightweight materials, they provide ease of
installation, portability, and transferability.
Their modularity allows them to be used
as a classic table, a ping-pong table, or a
billiard table, thus catering to various
usage needs. This table combines quality,
durability, and versatility for an exceptional
gaming experience.



Benefiting from exceptional
craftsmanship expertise, our French
billiard manufacturing stands out. Each
product is meticulously and passionately
crafted, reflecting the attention to detail
and impeccable quality of our artisans.

FRENCH 
MANUFACTURING



OUR MATERIALS

By using French oak, Stella billiards benefit
from the natural beauty of this noble
wood, prized for its aesthetics and
durability. The "PEFC" label signifies that
the wood comes from certified sustainable
sources, ensuring that the wood is
harvested responsibly, in an
environmentally friendly manner, and in
compliance with the forestry workers’
social rights.

French oak

The use of HPL slate is a guarantee of
quality, as HPL is a resistant and durable
material. This use ensures a perfect slate
flatness, thus ensuring optimal ball rolling.
This achievement was made possible
through extensive research and
development efforts.

A composite HPL slate

The table's legs are designed in
collaboration with a partner from northern
France, specializing in high-quality leg
production. This partnership ensures a
strong and stable base, essential for the
safety and durability of the billiard table. 

Steel legs



UNIQUE GAMING
SENSATIONS

Harmonize pleasure and precision ! The
covering of your billiard table is
meticulously crafted to provide you with
an unparalleled gaming experience:
smooth rolling, unwavering accuracy, and
faithful spin reproduction.

True roll

Experience exceptional rebound and
unmatched gaming pleasure with our
premium natural rubber cushions. An
experience that will delight both
experienced players and novices alike.

The bounce

No matter the circumstances, our playing
surface remains perfectly flat, ensuring
optimal precision forevery move. Thanks to
our adjustment jacks, precise leveling
becomes a breeze.

Table flatness



CUSTOMIZATION

Customized balls
Imagine playing with balls
adorned with your favorite logo
or an exclusive design. An
additional pleasure you can
indulge in with Stella.

Cabinet engraving
Imagine being able to match
the steel legs of your billiard
table with your interior,
choosing from a variety of
colors. The customization
option for steel legs allows you
to perfect the aesthetics of your
game space.

Leg color
Elevate your gaming
experience with a personal
touch by engraving a name,
logo, or pattern on your billiard
table. Transform it into a
unique piece that reflects your
style and passion.

Tablecloth color
Dive into a new realm of
customization by choosing the
color of your tablecloth. Let
your creativity run wild with
options like classic green,
modern gray, elegant black,
bold red, or soothing blue.



A MODULAR
BILLIARD TABLE
Our table offers unique modularity,
making it versatile and suitable for various
purposes. It can be used as a regular
dining table for daily meals and activities.

Furthermore, it can transform into a ping-
pong table for moments of sporting
entertainment with family or friends.
Finally, it can also be converted into a
billiard table for gaming enthusiasts. This
modularity allows our table to adapt to
different occasions and meet the diverse
needs of our customers.



EASY USE

To provide you with complete peace of
mind, we proudly offer an extended 5-year
warranty, demonstrating our
commitment to your long-term
satisfaction.

5-year warranty

Thanks to its ergonomic design and
quality manufacturing, you can enjoy a
fast and straightforward installation
process, free from complications or
frustrations.

Easy and quick installation

Your billiard table model combines
lightweight construction with practicality.
With the use of lighter materials, moving
this table within your room or during a
relocation is a breeze. Moreover, its clever
design makes disassembly and
reassembly easy, allowing for hassle-free
transfer or resale. Enjoy a seamless billiard
experience with Stella.

Lightweight and ingenious
design



POOL TABLE
COMPACT



A COMPACT RANGE

Our range of billiards embodies the
concept of a more compact billiard table,
offering the freedom to set up anywhere,
with Stella's distinctive aesthetics. This
innovation redefines the billiard market by
providing a practical and elegant solution
for all spaces.

An innovative billiard 

With a length of 5ft, Stella Billards reveal
an intimate playing surface. However,
don't be deceived by appearances; the
enjoyment they provide easily rivals that
of larger tables. The slightly smaller balls
invite you to rediscover the captivating
sensations of a café billiard. Stella stands
out as a pioneer in the art of harmonizing
unmatched game quality with
unparalleled practicality.

Compact size



3 ft5,3 ft

THE CHIBERTA
POOL TABLE
The Chiberta, an American-style pool table
with a compact playing surface, has been
designed with the expertise of professional
players, resulting in a perfect fusion of
design and gameplay.

Without compromising on playability, its
size of 1.60 meters opens the doors to all
spaces, transforming every corner into a
captivating playground. With exceptional
precision and an authentic gaming feel,
the Chiberta offers a truly unique
experience, exceeding the expectations of
even the most demanding players.



THE GOLF BILLIARD
The Tilman, a prestigious golf billiard table
also known as the 'cork billiard' is a must-
have in the Hauts-de-France and Belgium
regions. This captivating game blends
recreational pleasure with competition,
inviting you to guide the balls through the
strategically placed 12 corks on the playing
surface. Handcrafted in brushed
aluminum, each cork adds a touch of
sophistication to this elegant game.

With its compact size, the Tilman stands
out with balls and pockets specially
designed for this mode of play. This
attention to detail enhances the already
refined aesthetics of your billiard, offering
a gaming experience that combines fun,
challenge, and style.

The Tilman embodies an age-old tradition
unique to these regions, inviting moments
of camaraderie and excitement with every
game.



THE ADVANTAGES 
OF OUR
COMPACT 
BILLIARD TABLES

We prioritize the nobility of materials: a
solid oak cabinet and legs, the iconic
round aluminum bearing, and a unique
angled frame in the world of billiards.

The exceptional quality of our billiard
tables is based on meticulous choices. Our
19mm composite slate (HPL), validated by
professional players, ensures a smooth
playing surface and perfect roll. The L-
shaped rubber cushions, covered with
Simonis cloth, offer optimal rebound.
Aramith balls are selected in different
sizes to fit your billiard table without
compromising playability. Innovation
meets aesthetics with a sliding drawer to
retrieve the balls and pockets adorned
with brushed aluminum trim. Our
adjustable levelers ensure a perfectly
balanced playing surface. Every aspect of
our billiard tables is designed to provide
you with an exceptional gaming
experience, combining performance and
style.

Vintage and noble style

Customized design



TRANSFORMABLE 
INTO A TABLE

Stella billiards offer remarkable versatility
by effortlessly transforming into an
elegant and spacious desk with an oak
tabletop. This solid oak-covered tabletop,
divided into two parts, adds a touch of
functionality without compromising the
refined aesthetics of your space. This
clever transformation reveals a perfect
harmony between leisure and work,
creating an environment where leisure
and productivity blend seamlessly.

Equipped with a cleverly designed
aluminum net, they can instantly
transform into a ping pong table. This
innovation offers you the opportunity to
switch from an engaging game of billiards
to a sporting showdown on a ping pong
table, ensuring varied moments of fun
and competition for you and your loved
ones.

A ping pong table

A desk



FRENCH
BILLIARDS 

CUE RACK

Customized balls
Consider playing with balls displaying
your favorite logo or an exclusive
design. Thanks to modern
advancements, this unique
customization is now within your reach.
Add a personal touch to your gaming
experience.

Personalized engraving
Add a personal touch of elegance by
choosing custom engraving on the
frame of your billiard table. Every detail
becomes an artistic expression of your
style, creating a gaming space that is
uniquely yours.

French billiards, or Carom billiards,
are an elegant and captivating
form of billiards known for their
compact size and retro style.

Bicolor billiards
Explore the option of a two-tone
billiard table by customizing the wood
tones on the legs, the frame, or the
playing surface. This customization
adds a unique visual dimension to your
gaming space, creating a harmonious
color scheme that reflects your style.

Tablecloth color
Express your style by customizing the
color of your billiard cloth. Choose from
classic green, modern gray, elegant
black, bold red, or soothing blue
according to your preferences. Make
your gaming space a reflection of your
personal taste.
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We've designed an elegant and
unique solid oak cue rack, both in
its design and practicality.

TABLETOP
Choose the solid oak tabletop
option to transform your billiard
table into a stylish dining table.



PARTNERING WITH THE BEST : ALEXIS
CALLEWAERT, EUROPEAN CHAMPION

The partnership of Alexis Callewaert, hailing from Northern
France, with Stella Billiards, based in the same region, is an
extraordinary collaboration in the world of billiards. As the
European Snooker 6 Red champion, Alexis Callewaert has
chosen to collaborate with Stella Billiards, captivated by both
the design and the exceptional playability of the billiards
range offered by Stella. This partnership showcases their
shared commitment to excellence and game quality. For
both Stella and Alexis, success is not a matter of chance; it is
the result of passion and a love for doing things well.

Alexis Callewaert has forged
an exceptional path in the
world of billiards. 

He is recognized as one of the
most talented players of his
generation, accumulating an
impressive list of titles and
awards, including the
prestigious title of European
champion title in 2019.

"Since I discovered Stella billiards, I regularly practice
on them. Their sleek and elegant design is simply
remarkable. In terms of performance, I want to
emphasize the exceptional precision of the cushions
and the quality of the playing surface. These features
make all the difference in my game."
 

- Alexis Callewaert

An exceptional
journey : Alexis
Callewaert, an
undisputed billiards
talent

An exceptional alliance in billiards: Alexis
Callewaert and Stella Billiards, the winning
duo from the North



Stella football tables are much more than just a game,
they are a gateway to unforgettable moments.
Whether it's gathering the family, entertaining friends,
or challenging colleagues, our versatile models adapt
to all occasions. These models are known not only for
their unique playing sensations with head-to-head play
and bouncing balls but also for their elegant aesthetics,
which are 100% customizable.

Indoor
The Outdoor range continues to charm terraces and
gardens of many passionate players. Meeting your
desire for conviviality in all seasons, we have created a
complete range of 100% outdoor foosball tables. Made
with weather-resistant materials, our foosball tables
retain all their qualities under the sun, during heavy
rains, and even in the snow.

Outdoor
Stella's Signature range embodies the pinnacle of
prestige and design. With a fusion of retro charm and
contemporary refinement, these elegant foosball tables
become the centerpiece of any room. Exceptional
materials like aluminum and aged oak showcase
Stella's commitment to craftsmanship excellence.

Signature

BILLIARDS AND FOOTBALL TABLES
Stella, it's also the magic of billiards and foosball, a
symphony between indoor and outdoor spaces, bringing
together family and friends. Customize them according to
your desires for unique games and create unforgettable
memories.

For 90 years, Stella's foosball
tables, proudly made in France,
have embodied the values of
tradition, craftsmanship, and
shared pleasure.



159, Rue de Rotterdam
ZAC Ravennes les Francs 

59200 Tourcoing
FRANCE

+33 3 20 68 09 38

De 9h à 18h
du lundi au vendredi

contact@stella-babyfoot.com
stella-babyfoot.com

STELLA
SVERIGE / DANMARK

Kontakt:

Veronica Peiro / +46 73 926 79 97 / veronica.peiro@homestructures.se

Peter Nordin / +45 20 49 07 10 / info@nordin.dk
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